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Biodiversity of plants and animals in grassland systems approaches to conservation and
restoration in England

S . Peel and S . P .Chap lin
Natural England , L awnswood , Leeds L S16 5QT , United K ingdom .

Key points : In England the very best examples of wildlife habitats are National Nature Reserves which are publicly owned andmanaged ; these cover only ０ .３％ of the land area . Much of the biodiversity resource is therefore embodied in land managed andusually owned by private farmers . The best of this is designated as Sites of Special Scientific Interest ( SSSI) , protected by law .But most plants , invertebrates , birds and mammals are found on land with little or no legal protection . This wildlife declined
greatly from the １９６０s and in the １９８０s voluntary agri‐environment schemes were introduced . These offer payments , for ５ or
１０ year periods , in return for adherence to prescriptions designed to maintain and enhance biodiversity whilst allowing farmingto continue . They are popular and on land in agreement the decline in biodiversity has largely been halted . The challenge now isto broaden their scope , focus them more effectively on restoration and use them together with other mechanisms such as
premium markets to secure their benefits in the long‐term .
Key words : grassland , biodiversity , agri‐environment , conservation
Land use , ownership and designations England is densely populated with an average of ３８７ people per km２ . Only １９％ live inrural areas ( ONS , ２００７) . Figure １ shows the proportion of land used for different purposes . Over ７０ per cent of the land is inagricultural use ; grassland and rough grazing ( over ４ ,７００ ,０００ha ) is the single largest usage ( Defra , ２００７a ) . The greatmajority of land is privately owned with relatively little owned by the government . ( Cahill , ２００２) . The average size of farm is
１１２ .７ha ( excluding those holdings classed as spare/ part‐time) ; well above the EU average . The majority of agricultural land isowner‐occupied (６６％ ) with the remainder tenanted , often from large landowners or charities (Defra , ２００７b) .

Figure 1 L and use in England .

The ９ National Parks , which are predominantly grassland and moorland , cover ８％ of England and the ３６ Areas of OutstandingNatural Beauty ( AONBs ) cover a further １５％ . These are the most beautiful landscapes in the country and although
predominantly in private ownership their designations mean that housing , industry and other building development is morecontrolled than elsewhere . Sites of Special Scientific Interest ( SSSIs) represent the country摧s very best wildlife and geologicalsites . There are over ４ ,０００ SSSIs in England , covering around ７％ of the country摧s land area , and some of the best of these aredesignated National Nature Reserves . Most of these , some ３２４３１ha of terrestrial habitat , are owned and managed by NaturalEngland .
European policy context The key policy driver is the EU Common Agricultural Policy ( CAP) . From the mid １９６０s financialassistance was provided for the restructuring of farming . By the mid １９８０s , there were almost permanent surpluses of themajor commodities . Storage , disposal or subsidised export of these had a high cost , distorted some world markets , and becameunpopular . In １９９２ the �McSharry reforms�were agreed which involved reducing support prices and paying farmers directaids . Several rural development measures were introduced , notably to encourage environmentally sound farming ( Winter ,
２０００ ) .This shif t of emphasis in the CAP entered a new phase with agreement in １９９９ on the so‐called 摧Agenda ２０００ reforms�( European Commission , １９９９ ) . These reinforced the move to make farmers more reliant on the market and strengthenedenvironmental incentives . As a result EU spending on agriculture is now made through two different components ( pillars ) ofthe CAP .

:
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Table 1 Pillars 1 and 2 o f the Common A gricultural Policy .
Pillar １‐Market andIncome Support These measures cover direct payments to farmers and continuing market‐related subsidies such asbuying of products into public storage , surplus disposal schemes and export subsidies .
Pillar ２‐RuralDevelopment

Measures aimed at environmental services , assistance to difficult farming areas , promoting food
quality , higher standards and animal welfare . They are jointly funded by the EU and by MemberStates and help farmers to diversify , improve marketing and otherwise restructure their businesses .

Further fundamental reforms in ２００４ and ２００５ involve a major strengthening of pillar ２‐mainly through �modulation�which iseffectively a progressive transfer of resources from pillar １ ( European Commission , ２００３ ) . Pillar １ payments were also�decoupled�from production and consolidated as the�Single Payment Scheme�( SPS) . Importantly this payment is conditionalon meeting a series of environmental�Cross Compliance�requirements . Despite this Pillar １ represents ７９％ of the CAP budget for
２００７‐１３ ( European Parliament , Council , Commission ２００６) . In England Single Farm Payments under Pillar １ average ￡ ２４５ / ha/ yr .
Pillar ２ is implemented through the Rural Development Programme for England ( RDPE) (Defra , ２００７ ) . This sets out nationalspending priorities against the menu of measures available in the EU Rural Development Regulation ( European Council , ２００５) .England is unusual in the EU because ８０％ of the funding is allocated to activities associated with�improving the environmentand countryside by supporting land management�. This compares with ３０％ in the Netherlands , ３４％ in Poland , ５４％ inFrance and ７４％ in Sweden .
Scope to fund agri‐environment schemes ( aes ) has been a component of EU‐funded rural development programmes since the
１９８０s . For example Article ３９ provides for annual payments to farmers who voluntarily make agri‐environmental commitments ,provided they only cover those activities that go beyond mandatory standards in EU and national legislation .
The combination in England of high population , intensive farming , and predominantly private land ownership coupled withfunding from the rural development programme means that in order to conserve and enhance biodiversity we have developed anapproach largely based on incentives supported by advice and underpinned by regulation .
Legislation and cross‐compliance : the regulatory levels of conservation There is a considerable body of British and European law to
protect biodiversity . Some SSSIs also have international designations ( eg Special Areas of Conservation ; Ramsar sites forwetlands) . Many other sites have lesser designations eg County Wildlife Sites , Site of Interest for Nature Conservation .These , and all other natural and semi‐natural habitats , have some legal protection . In ２００５ this was consolidated with non‐mandatory codes of practice to form the Cross Compliance requirements with the underlying principle that for farmers to beeligible to receive payments under the SPS , the land they manage should be in Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition
( GAEC) . Table ２ shows the main requirements relevant to grassland , moorland , heathland and other grazed habitats .
Table 2 Main regulatory p rotection f or grassland and related habitats in England .

Habitat Area(�０００ha) Cross compliance requirement Legally enforceable ?( wholly or partly )
All agricultural land( including commonland) . ９７１９ 祆

GAEC １０  . Burning of grass and heather allowed only inwinter and limited in extent .GAEC １１ and SMR５ . Spread of specified weeds ( native andalien) must be controlled .GAEC １３ . When soil is waterlogged do not use machinery .

Yes
Yes
No

All grassland not in croprotation in last ５ years . ３３７３ 祆Permanent pasture provision . Area in England must not fallbelow area in ２００３ �. No
All uncultivated landand semi‐natural areas . ＞ ９８４  GAEC ５ 铑. Environmental Impact Assessment ; must seek

permission for agricultural intensification . Yes
All natural and semi‐natural vegetation . ９８４ 照GAEC ９ 铑. Do not overgraze or offer livestock supplementaryfeed in a way which damages vegetation . No
Sites of Special ScientificInterest ( terrestrial) . ７６９ 照GAEC ６ 铑. Do not destroy or damage interest features .Notify Natural England of any proposed operations likely todamage features . Yes
European protected
plant species . — SMR ５ 档. Do not pick , collect , cut , uproot or destroy . Yes
GAEC ＝ Good Agricultural and Environmental Condition standards .
SMR ＝ Statutory Management Requirements .
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There is also a large body of legislation to control pollution , including the control of gaseous emissions such as sulphur &ammonia which are damaging to terrestrial habitats .
Incentives : voluntary agri‐environment schemes to encourage and reward conservation and restoration
Classic schemes 1987‐2005 Agri‐environment schemes began in １９８７ as the Environmentally Sensitive Areas ( ESA ) scheme ,available in defined areas covering １０％ of England . In most ESAs there were several �tiers�with different entry criteria andpayments . Any farmer willing to meet the prescriptions of one or more tiers could have a １０‐year agreement and uptake washigh‐６４％ of the eligible area was under agreement ( Defra , ２００６ ) . In １９９１ the Countryside Stewardship Scheme ( CSS ) wasintroduced . Farmers anywhere in England were eligible , provided their land had defined features , but they had to apply incompetition for a finite fund of money . The scheme was popular and invariably oversubscribed . ESAs and CSS ( now known as�Classic Schemes�) were multi‐objective ; as well as biodiversity they covered the protection of historic features , conservationand enhancement of landscape character , and provision of access for the public . They were relatively inflexible and many of theoptions within them , particularly in ESAs , had modest targets e .g . to prevent grassland in sensitive landscape locations frombeing ploughed or having fertiliser applied , for which the annual payment might be between ￡ ３０ and ￡ ２００ / ha . And theyencouraged reversion of arable land to grassland to benefit landscape and to support isolated remaining semi‐natural grasslandsites ; typical annual payment ￡ ２５０‐３００ / ha .
Eligibility for higher ESA tiers , and for CSS , developed over time . Crucially for botanical restoration no assessment of soilsuitability was routinely made . Prescriptions were fairly rigid , no restoration plan was required and no targets were set atindividual agreement level . From the mid‐late １９９０s there was a gradual increase in flexibility of the schemes ; for example insome options the rigid limits on stocking rates were replaced by targets for sward structure . And entry criteria were raised . Inparticular we started assessing soil pH and nutrient status and giving priority to sites judged to have high potential ( Stevenson ,Peel and Christian , ２００７ ) but this was only routinely applied from ２００５ when a new scheme was launched .
Monitoring shows that to a large extent ESAs and CSS have succeeded in maintaining grassland sites of high existing value ( e .g . Hewins et al . , ２００８ ; Manchester et al . , ２００８a) . Increases in species‐richness have been detected in some improved andsemi‐improved grasslands on chalk and limestone ( Hewins et al . , ２００８) , and in hay meadows ( Kirkham , Fowbert and Parkin ,
２００４ ; Critchley et al . , ２００４ ) . This enhancement has , however , been relatively slow and inconsistent . Monitoring in someESAs ( e .g . upland fringe grasslands , Manchester et al . , ２００８b) ) has shown little if any diversification in previously improvedswards . Grassland in ESAs launched in １９８７ have now been under extensive management for ２０ years and the expectation attheir launch was that restoration of species‐diversity would occur much more rapidly than it has .
In ２００２ a major review of AE scheme delivery began . The strengths and weaknesses of the schemes are shown in Table ３ . Asa result of the review ESAs and CSS were closed to new entrants in ２００５ and a new scheme was launched .
Table 3 Strengths and weaknesses o f Classic A gri‐Env ironment Schemes ( ESA and CSS) in England .
Strengths Weaknesses
Introduced the concept that society was prepared to payfor management of the environment . Entry denied to most farmers ; either not in right area or landnot having specified features .
Popular ; high uptake by eligible farmers . Objectives and priorities within agreements of ten notsufficiently clear . Baseline condition of features notrecorded .
Good relationship between adviser and farmer . Focus on prescriptions rather than outcomes .
Multi‐objective schemes ; potential for synergy . Rather inflexible .
ESAs enabled entry to a simple tier , building confidenceand trust , then upgrading . Pro‐active restoration not encouraged .
CSS competitive ; could generate better‐focused agreements . CSS did not reward features that were already well‐managed .Required to �buy change�.

Environmental Stewardship , 2005 onwards The new scheme builds on the strengths and seeks to address the weaknesses of theClassic Schemes . It has two tiers : Entry Level S tew ardship ( EL S ) is open to all and is currently taken up by over ５０％ offarmers . It has a menu of over ６０ options ; ３ are summarised in Table ４ . The most popular are those requiring goodmanagement of field boundaries ; hedges , ditches and walls . The most popular in‐field options are for the management of
grassland using low or very low inputs . Farmers are sent a map of their farm and the boundaries of all parcels of land within it .The map shows any SSSIs , historic monuments and other recorded features ; the farmer marks other features , such as maturetrees , on the map . He then chooses options from the menu and marks which parcels he will apply them to . Each option isworth points ; he must achieve an average of ３０ points per hectare over the total area of the farm and is then automatically givena five‐year agreement and an annual payment of ￡ ３０ / ha .
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Table 4 Examp les o f popular op tions in Entry Level Stew ardship .
Code Option Main prescriptions Units Points
EK２ uPermanent grasslandwith low inputs . Fertiliser limited to ５０kg / ha of N ; no harrowing , rolling orcutting in April or May ; weed control only by spot‐treatment . ha ８５ 舷

EK３ Permanent grasslandwith very low inputs .
No fertiliser ; no harrowing , rolling or cutting in April , May orJune ; weed control only by spot‐treatment ; no supplementaryfeed . ha １５０ 骀

EB１ nHedge management( both sides) .
Maintain height ＞ １ /.５m ; no cultivation , fertiliser or manurewithin ２m ; do not cut ＞ once every ２ years , and not March‐July . １００m ２２ 舷

H igher Level Stew ardship ( H L S) is aimed at land with high‐value environmental features or high potential to restore them . Ithas over １００ options and a wide range of capital payments . It is competitive and eligibility is based on sward , physical and soil
properties . Prescriptions can be tailored to the site . Importantly applications must contain a detailed audit of environmentalfeatures and each option has Indicators of Success ( IoS ) so that progress can be judged . Whilst these are not legally bindingthey can be used to trigger adjustment at the ５‐year breakpoint and/ or the decision to renew the agreement after １０ years .
Table 5 Examp les o f popular op tions in H igher Level Stew ardship .
Code Option Typical main prescriptions Typical Indicators of Success ￡ / ha
HK６andHK７ u

Maintain or restorespecies‐rich , semi‐natural grassland .
No fertiliser ; no harrowing , rollingor cutting April , May , June ; weedcontrol only spot‐treatment ; nosupplementary feed .

Soil P index ０ or １ ; soil pH between
５ -.５ and ６ .５ ; increase number and/ orfrequency of high value plant species . ２００ >

HK９andHK１０ ＃
Maintain or restorewet grassland forbreeding waders .

Do not allow birds to be disturbed ,and do not stock at ＞ ０ T.７５ LU / ha ,from March to June .
Target bird species present betweenMarch‐June ; ５‐２５％ of surface hasstanding water March‐May ; ５％ to
６０％ cover of grass tussocks .

３３５ >

HR１ pSupplement forcattle grazing . Cattle will comprise at least ７０％ ofthe Livestock Unit Grazing Days . — ３５ '

HR２ pSupplement for
�native breeds atrisk�.

Pedigree livestock from the approvedlist of breeds will comprise at least
７０％ of the Livestock Unit GrazingDays .

Number of pedigree‐registeredlivestock must be maintained orincreased . ７０ '

Uptake of HLS is not intended to be high . Three years after launch there are currently just over ２０００ agreements with a
payable area of １８０ ,０００ha . This will rise gradually until ２０１５ as Classic Scheme agreements come to an end .
Evaluation of current regulation and agri‐environment schemes Some aspects of the regulatory controls shown in Table ２ haveworked reasonably well ; protection of SSSIs ( GAEC６ ) has been generally effective and overgrazing of heather moorland( GAEC９) is now a much lesser problem due to effective cross compliance inspections , greatly helped by decoupling of livestocksubsidies . By contrast the EIA regulations ( GAEC５ ) have been largely ineffective due to weak interpretation and lack ofclarity .
Agri‐environment schemes have formed the core of environmental land management policy since the １９８０s and are popular withfarmers . The schemes are voluntary and allow �continued use�of the land . In deciding whether to commit to an agreement afarmer will consider the impact of the prescriptions and Indicators of Success and balance any restrictions against the paymentoffered . Where the objective is habitat maintenance there may be relatively little change to management . But in restorationoptions substantial changes may be required such as from sheep to cattle , and a commitment must be made to pro‐activerestoration such as introduction of seeds or green hay .
This approach has a number of key strengths :
瞯 　 Regulation can provide basic protection for the most valuable sites .
瞯 　 Entry Level Stewardship ( ELS ) shows that high uptake can be achieved for simple voluntary schemes , at relatively lowadministrative cost , providing some benefits over a large area . . This is particularly valuable for most birds and someinvertebrate species , making populations more able to adapt to climate change .
瞯 　 Higher Level Stewardship ( HLS) demonstrates how a very flexible scheme can be developed , in close consultation withfarmers and other stakeholders , with a strong focus on outcomes and targeted at high‐value sites .but also has weaknesses :
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瞯 　 Basing annual payments on income forgone is inflexible , vulnerable to fluctuations in commodity prices and doesn�t reflectthe true public‐good value of the ecosystem services that are provided . Payments are made for a prescribed managementactivity with no guarantee that this will achieve the desired objective .
瞯 　 At the end of the agreement term ( typically ５ or １０ years) there is a risk that the environmental benefits are lost if theagreement is not renewed .
瞯 　 In ELS the�hands‐off�administration and free choice of options does not easily allow targeting or a balance of measures .
瞯 　 HLS like many incentive‐based aes , has relatively high administrative transaction costs .
Future prospects
There is further scope to improve incentive‐based agri‐environment schemes :
‐In ELS the choice of options may be limited by a requirement to choose some from a priority list . Additional advisory supportis also likely (Defra , ２００８) .
‐Differentiated payments ( eg by region and/or farm type , size) that more accurately reflect compliance costs at farm level andminimise potential over/ under compensation ( Offerman , Nieberg and Hecht , ２００８)
‐In the longer term tendering / auction based approaches might be more cost‐effective and have been used in some countries ,although evidence is mixed ( Latacz‐Lohmann and Schilizzi , ２００７) . These approaches are still constrained by market values anddo not effectively reflect the public‐good value of the ecosystem services provided .
‐Additional incentive mechanisms to secure co‐ordinated landscape scale interventions , for example use of the agglomerationbonus ( Parkhurst et al , ２００２) .
‐A focus on payment by results rather than management prescription , eg a pilot project in Germany where farmers receivepayments for maintaining identified target species in grassland ( Ruffer , ２００４) .
‐Similarly the debate about the multifunctional role of agriculture ( OECD , ２００１ ; Van Huylenbroeck and Durand , ２００３ ) hashighlighted its varying role in delivering non‐trade concerns . Recently there has been increased interest in the ecosystemservices concept as a framework for valuing non‐trade environmental goods and services in decision‐making (Defra , ２００７a andb) . Logically this could also be used to inform incentive scheme payments based on the value of ecosystem services provided ,rather than the management prescription delivered .
There is scope to develop alternative funding sources for aes activity , for example :
‐The continuing grow th of product brands based on environmental/ production system characteristics ( eg organic) at premium
price provides a valuable opportunity to reconnect consumers and producers . Regional/ local/ organic products currentlyrepresent about １０％ of the market ( Cabinet Office , ２００８ ) and have the potential to generate additional income to supportproduction systems that have environmental benefits .
‐There are examples of national and local/ voluntary taxation/ tax allowances being used to fund/ subsidise aes activity and theremay be scope for further development in this area .
More fundamental approaches may also merit consideration . These could include :
‐Securing long‐term protection through conservation easements / covenants . These are not currently supported in English lawbut are widely used elsewhere in the world , for example Victoria , Australia . It is unclear how attractive this would be withoutincentive payments to support ongoing management .
‐Public ownership . The prime European example is the Dutch National Ecological Network ( NEN) involving the creation of aconnected area of ７３８ ,５００ha of nature reserves combining land purchase with agri‐environment incentive schemes . Crucially itis set within a zoned approach to land use planning which is quite different from that in England and is heavily dependent onextensive political and public support ( Hodge and Reader , ２００７ ) . Public land purchase is a strong guarantee of sustainablemanagement and continuity but is extremely expensive .
‐T radeable permits are already used internationally to reduce carbon emissions and improve air quality and in a recent green
paper the EC expressed an interest in using them for wildlife conservation . Each region could set a target for area of land forwildlife conservation and rely on the market to find the most cost‐effective way of achieving it . A developer wanting to destroyhabitat would purchase a permit from someone who has created valuable habitat elsewhere .
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